
Att. Ventsislav Enchev 

Sofia, Bulgaria 

Pl. Slaveykov 1.B 

Mail: kivandjiiski@hotmail.com 

 
12/23/2019 

To email: shettena@gmail.com 

  

From: 

  

Krassimir Ivandjiiski, journalist - member of the Union of 
Bulgarian Journalists and of the International Organization of 
Journalists / MOJ / since 1974, member of the International 
Federation of Journalists / IFJ /, professional journalist since 
1973, publisher and editor-in-chief of „Строго секретно“ in 
newspaper and internet version-strogosekretno.com,  owner 
of ABC Media since 2011,  registrar of the Domain  of 
Zerohedge.com / for more 
https://strogosekretno.com/index.php?p=editor/ 

 
By: Att. Ventsislav Enchev 

Mailing address 

kivandjiiski@hotmail.com 

About 1: 

- a Complaint to the Prosecutor General of the Republic of 
Bulgaria dated 12.12.2019, entry number prb 201904044622 
I against Mr Seth Hettena (USA) and his tweets on Seth 



Hettena @seth_hettena on 17.10.2019 and 18.10 2019 
containing defamation, insult, slander, denigration and 
labeling by S. Hettena  of Krassimir Ivandjiiski in "anti-
Semitism"; 

 

- attempts for censorship by  S. Hettena the  freedom of 
speech and expression; 

  

- illegal  obtaining, speading and dissemination by Seth 
Hettena  to  unlimited circle of people  on the social media of 
personal, family and company data of Krassimir Ivandjiiski , 
his family  and business for the purpose of causing property 
and financial losses and damages to him, etc., 

-Malicious contestation and abuse  by S.Hettena the good 
name and the 50- years  career of Krassimir Ivandjiiski as  
journalist and publisher. 

 

About 2: 

-Publications on the twitter Seth Hettena @seth_hettena's 
and on https://trump-russia.com/ on 09/12/2019 and 
17.12.2019  containing again  defamation of Krassimir 
Ivandjiiski in "anti-Semitism", 

 

- Intentional use of attacks by internet haters and abusers  
against Krassimir Ivandjiiski , Strogosekretno.com and  
ZeroHedge.com, whose domain  registrar is Krassimir 



Ivandjiiski  since 2009 and his company ABC Media OOD or 
EOOD since 2011. 

  

- manipulative suggestions and intimations of S. Hettena and 
the  sources he uses towards Krassimir Ivandjiiski as  - 
"Kremlin man, strogosekretno.com- conspiracy blog, State 
security  of the People's Republic of Bulgaria, murder of  
Georgi Markov with the umbrella in London, assassination of 
Pope John Paul II, connection with Igor Sechin, drug 
trafficking  through Montana and Mena / Arkansas - USA, 
with the participation of Bill Clinton, pro-Putin, anti-Semitic 
junk,  far-right publisher, left-publisher, pro-Trump, anti-
Hillary, Sorcha- Fall, Dugin, Panarin, MI6, Mossad, audience 
comprised of racists, anti-semites,  conspiracy wingnuts, 
credulous fools etc…” 

-  attempts for censorship by  S. Hettena the  freedom of 
speech and expression; 

- Illigal obtaining, speading and dissemination by Seth 
Hettena   documents protected by the Personal Data 
Protection Act of Bulgaria , the European Parliament's 
Regulation, and possibly from  a lawsuit in a court in New 
Jersey (USA) for the purpose of pressure on the court, etc.  

                               X X X  

Dear Mr. Settena, 

  I represent Mr. Krassimir Ivandjiiski  and his interests in 
connection with and against your posts on your Twitter Seth 
Hettena @seth_hettena from 17.10. 2019 and 18.10. 2019 



and publications dated 09.12.2019 and 17.12.2019   on Seth 
Hettena @seth_hettena and https://trump-russia.com, some 
of which are listed below:  

                                            X X X 

 
Krassimir Ivandjiiski is an anti-Semite: -Chabad is a "racist, criminal Jewish supremacist 
doomsday cult." - "It does not take a genius to recognize that Talmudic behavior is the real 
cause of Anti-Semitism." - "The US dollar is built on the so-called 'Jewish Mafia'." 

11:09 AM - 18 Oct 2019  Seth Hettena @seth_hettena 

0 replies 0 retweets 0 likes 

                                            X X X  
Seth Hettena @seth_hettena Oct 17 

The popular financial / conspiracy blog, @zerohedge, is registered in Sofia, Bulgaria with 
Krassimir Ivandjiiski, a former Soviet-era ministry official who publishes pro-Putin stories 
in his tabloid Top Secret. Ivandjiiski's Son, Daniel, founded  by Zero hedge 

                                           X X X 
Seth Hettena @seth_hettena Oct 17 

In 2016, former Zero Hedge employee Colin Lokey told Bloomberg the site's philosophy 
was: "Russia = good. Obama = idiot. Bashar al-Assad = benevolent leader. John Kerry = 

dunce. Vladimir Putin = the greatest leader in the history of statecraft. " 

                                          X X X 
Seth Hettena @seth_hettena Dec 9 

Zero Hedge, Russia, and the Business of Conspiracies https://trump-
russia.com/2019/12/09/zero-hedge-russia-and-the-business-of-conspiracies/… 

                                         X  X  X 

 Seth Hettena @seth_hettena Dec 17 

It's totally cool that Zero Hedge, the popular finance / conspiracy site loved by short 
sellers, is a Bulgarian operation pushing Russian disinformation. https://trump-
russia.com/2019/12/09/zero-hedge-russia-and-the-business-of-conspiracies/… 



 

1. S. Hettena's personal slander and defamation against 
Krassimir Ivandjiiski in "anti-Semitism" 

 
  Krassimir Ivandjiiski is an anti-Semite: -Chabad is a "racist, criminal Jewish supremacist 
doomsday cult." - "It does not take a genius to recognize that Talmudic behavior is the real 
cause of Anti-Semitism." - "The US dollar is built on the so-called 'Jewish Mafia'." 

11:09 AM - 18 Oct 2019 

The above personal attacks of Seth Hettena in "anti-
Semitism" against Krassimir Ivandjiiski are defamation and 
slander. They are insulting and defamatory to his 50-year 
career as a journalist, publisher, politician, etc. 

-They are also a grave insult to the memory of Krassimir 
Ivandjiiski's parents. The Ivandjiiski  family has been known 
for 100 years in Bulgaria and Europe as anti-fascists and anti-
Nazis, with  active participation in the resistance against 
Nazism and Hitlerism during World War II and in the  anti-
fascist resistance before 1944, including  the rescue of  
Bulgarian Jews from the  Auschwitz lagers.  

  

-They are  affront as well  to the memory of Krassimir 
Ivandjiiski’s Grandfather-Vassil Ivanov, and  his contribution 
to the United States - an American citizen , a war  veteran of 
the United States Army in the period 1916-1918, with a  
personal veteran pension from the United States Government 
until 1945. . 



- The posts  and the publications with the titles mentioned 
above  by S. Hettena, published in strogsekretno.com, are  
from  American and other guest authors .  

Тhe publications of these authors are widespread on the 
Internet and  other media.   Strogosekretno.com is open to all 
authors and readers Internet portal, and Hettena's attempts 
to challenge one or  other author or guest publication  on it, 
because of his understandings or complexes, are attempts to 
censor freedom of speech and expression. 

-more,  the Jews are not Semitic; 

 
- and, according to all historical, ethnic and religious sources, 
the Khazars are not Jewish; 
 
- moreover, there is a fundamental difference between anti-
Zionism and anti-Semitism. There are dozens of UN 
resolutions  against Zionism (and Apartheid), one of which  
several days ago against the illegal occupation of Syrian Golan 
by Israel 

 

2. Personal slander and lies of S. Hettena against the 
biography of Krassimir  Ivandjiiski 

  Seth Hettena @seth_hettena Oct 17 

The popular financial / conspiracy blog, @zerohedge, is registered in Sofia, Bulgaria with 
Krassimir Ivandjiiski, a former Soviet-era ministry official who publishes pro-Putin stories 
in his tabloid Top Secret. Ivandjiiski's Son, Daniel, founded by Zero Hedge. 

 



- As for the qualifications by S. Hettena for  Krassimir 
Ivandjiiski as, "some official of the Soviet era" for the purpose 
of his libeling in the above context , probably both Hettena 
and the authors of the quote do not know that 200 million 
people live in Europe after the "post-Soviet era" and at least 
50 million of them are former" ministerial officials. " 

- In addition, Krassimir Ivandjjiiski is not  a publisher of a 
"conspiracy blog". Strogo sekretno-  in its newspaper  version, 
is the longest-runned one -publisher newspaper in European 
history, and-in its  Internet version, is the most widely read 
geographical newspaper in over 190 countries, with millions 
of readers https: // m .maploco.com / details / a5b3aadf 

 

3. Use by S. Hettena of  quotes from haters and abusers  , 
conflict of interest, unfair competition etc. 
 

Seth Hettena @seth_hettena Oct 17 

In 2016, former Zero Hedge employee Colin Lokey told Bloomberg the site's philosophy 
was: "Russia = good. Obama = idiot. Bashar al-Assad = benevolent leader. John Kerry = 

dunce. Vladimir Putin = the greatest leader in the history of statecraft. " 

-The use of quotes by haters and abusers  against 
Zerohedge.com, whose domain registrar is  Krassimir 
Ivandjiiski since 2009, is an attack against his good name, 
authority and interests and unfair competition 

- Строго секретно /Strogo sekretno/  and Zerohedge.com are  
business projects. Zerohedge.com is one of the most popular 
and established financial and geopolitical sites in the internet 
with over 1 million daily entries and is among the top 1000 



sites on the planet. This  has its financial equivalent, against 
which the attacks referred to here are intentional,  leading to 
financial losses , which are to be clarified. 

 

4.  A Complaint to the Prosecutor General of the Republic of 
Bulgaria dated 12.12.2019, entry number prb 201904044622 
I ,against  Seth Hettena (USA)  by Krassimir Ivandjiiski 

  

On these  basis and along these lines, on December 12, 2019, 
a Complaint  was filed  from the lawyer of Krassimir Ivandjiiski  
to the Prosecutor General of Bulgaria against Mr. Seth 
Hettena for defamation, insults, lies, illegal  acquisition and 
distribution of personal and company data, etc. 

 
 

 

5. Defamatory publications by S. Hettena on 09.12.2019 and 
17.12.2019 
 Zero Hedge, Russia, and the Business of Conspiracies https://trump-
russia.com/2019/12/09/zero-hedge-russia-and-the-business-of-conspiracies/… 

 December 9, 2019 



Seth Hettena @seth_hettena Dec 17 

It's totally cool that Zero Hedge, the popular finance / conspiracy site loved by short 
sellers, is a Bulgarian operation pushing Russian disinformation .https: //trump-
russia.com/2019/12/09/zero-hedge-russia-and- the-business-of-conspiracies /… 

 

-Seth Hettena's Publications on 09.12. 2019 and 17.12.2019 
contain the repetition or paraphrase of the above-mentioned 
and other manipulative suggestions from him and his sources 
against Krassimir Ivandjiiski , Strogo sekretno and 
Zerohedge.com as  - "Kremlin man, strogosekretno.com -
conspiracy blog, State security  of the People's Republic of 
Bulgaria, murder of  George Markov with the umbrella in 
London, assassination of Pope John Paul II, connection with 
Igor Sechin, drug trafficking  through Montana and Mena / 
Arkansas - USA, with the participation of Bill Clinton, pro-
Putin, anti-Semitic junk, far-right publisher, left-publisher 
,Sorcha-Fall, pro-Trump, anti-Hillary, Dugin, Panarin, MI6, 
Mossad, audience comprised of racists, anti-semites,  
conspiracy wingnuts, credulous fools etc…” 

-According to  Krassimir Ivandjiiski , this mix of „remarkable” 
professional characteristics is unattainable even for his 50 
years of professional experience  and career all over the 
world / over 40,000 publications and analyzes, several books, 
film scripts, visiting professor, etc. / 

-But thiss  mix and the classifications it contains is an affront 
to millions of Строго секретно /Strogo sekretno/  readers . 

 



-It  questions the  Bona Fides of Mr Seth Hettena as a 
"freelance journalist" and his professional CV and the orders 
he highly  likely executes .  

  

6. Criminal offense by S. Hettena in the acquisition and 
dissemination of personal and company data of Krassimir 
Ivandjiiski , his companies, business,family , etc. 

 

- The link shown in the post of S.Hettena on 09.12.2019 and 
on 17.12.2019  of the  founding act of the re-registration of 
the company of Krassimir Ivandjiiski - ABC Media EOOD,  
Founded in 2011, ABC Media is a single member LLC. The sole proprietor is Daniel's father 
Krassimir Ivandjiiski. 

If you can read Bulgarian, here's the company's corporate filing. 

 



 
is a crime because of the  disclosure of personal and company 
data, and because of the manner in which it is obtained.  

This data and their dissemination are protected by the 
Personal Data Protection Act and by EU Regulation / Law / 
2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 
Europe of 27 April 2016. 

-The same applies to the posting of Seth Hettena from  Who 
is.com the personal, address, telephone and company 
registration details of Krassimir Ivandjiiski , ABC Media Ltd. 
and the registrar of the   Zerohedge.com domain 



 
 

7. Crime by S. Hettena in the unouthorised showing  and 
distribution in his publications of the  personal photo of 
Krassimir Ivandjiiski 

 

Publication as an illustration of Seth Hettena's theses and in 
the context of his suggestions and slander, of  the personal 
photograph of Krassimir Ivandjiiski on the Hettena  post from  
09.12.2019 is also a crime under the Personal Data Protection 
Act and entails judicial and financial compensation      

 
 

                          

                                             X X X 



8. The above defamation and slanders  are spread through 
social networks to unlimited number of individuals. They 
constitute a crime under the Criminal Code of the Republic 
of Bulgaria in view of Art. 1 of the Code: 

 

                                                X X X 

In view of the above, we demand immediately  the following 
from Seth Hettena : 

1. Krassimir Ivandjiiski requires immediate and without delay  
removal of all  above posts and publications from S. Hettena's 
Twitter and other  media outlets of his  and their permanent 
removal, as well , as deactivation of access to other sites and 
twitters, to which they have been posted by Settena or by 
other persons, by 31.12.2019 . 

2. Delivery up the  name/s/ of individual/ group in the United 
States or  Bulgaria with direct  responsibility or participation 
in the acquisition and distribution of the personal, family and 
business information about Krassimir Ivandjiiski , including 
the Plaintiff  in  case  No .FM-02-547-19 Bergen County 
Superior Court 

 

3. An undertaking  not to repeat the defamations and  
allegations  against our client and his family, business, etc. or 
words with  similar meaning in any future publications. 

 



 4. In view of the seriousness of the matter, we demand  
written confirmation - no later than December 31, 2019 - that 
our requests have been fulfilled. 

  

5. Our client reserves the right to  compensation for  
defaming  , spreading personal and business data,   damaging 
his reputation, his or her family's good name, long career,  
and reimbursement of any legal costs. 

 

Sofia,  

December 23, 2019 
 


